
Why Every Page Is Page One: Unlocking the
Power of Hypertext
Are you tired of searching endlessly for the information you need? Are you
frustrated with browsing through countless web pages, only to find that none of
them have the answers you seek? Well, it's time to embrace a new approach to
online content: Every Page Is Page One (EPPO).

In a world where information overload is the norm, EPPO offers a refreshing
solution. Gone are the days of linearly structured document sets, where you have
to start at the beginning and follow a predefined path to find what you're looking
for. EPPO is about freeing yourself from the shackles of rigid information
hierarchies and embracing the power of hypertext.

What is Every Page Is Page One (EPPO)?

EPPO is a content strategy that treats every web page as a self-contained,
standalone document. Instead of organizing content in a hierarchical structure,
where some pages are considered more important than others, EPPO
acknowledges that users enter a webpage from various entry points, seeking
specific information. As a result, every page must be self-sufficient, providing the
necessary context and information to serve the needs of the visitor, regardless of
where they start.
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EPPO is based on the recognition that not all users need or want to navigate
through multiple pages to find what they're looking for. Instead, they want
immediate access to the information they need at that moment. By creating
pages that are self-contained and self-sufficient, businesses can deliver a better
user experience, increase engagement, and ultimately drive conversions.

The Power of Hypertext and EPPO

Hypertext is the foundation of the World Wide Web, enabling the seamless linking
of information across different web pages. EPPO takes full advantage of
hypertext by allowing users to access any page directly, without having to follow a
predefined path. This opens up endless possibilities for users to find what they
need quickly and easily.

The key to harnessing the power of hypertext is to use clear, descriptive links that
provide context and guide the user through the content. Each link should act as a
signpost, indicating what the user can expect to find on the linked page, so they
can decide whether it meets their needs or not. By embracing hypertext and
EPPO, businesses can create a web of interconnected content that allows users
to navigate information in a way that best suits them.

How to Implement Every Page Is Page One

Implementing EPPO requires a shift in mindset and content creation practices.
Here are some key steps to get started:
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1. Understand Your Users

Before diving into EPPO, it's crucial to understand your target audience and their
information needs. What are their motivations, goals, and pain points? What are
their preferred ways of accessing information? By gaining a deep understanding
of your users, you can create pages that are tailored to their needs and provide
the information they're looking for.

2. Focus on Information Chunking

EPPO is all about creating self-contained units of information that can stand
alone. Break down your content into bite-sized chunks that address specific
topics or questions. Each chunk should provide enough context and information
to satisfy the user's needs, without overwhelming them with unnecessary details.

3. Optimize Navigation and Linking

Since users can enter any page directly, it's crucial to optimize navigation and
linking to guide them through your content. Use clear and descriptive page titles
that accurately reflect the content. Additionally, include relevant long descriptive
keywords in the alt attribute of your images to optimize accessibility and improve
search engine rankings.

4. Create a Consistent Information Architecture

To ensure a seamless user experience, create a consistent information
architecture across your website or platform. Use standardized templates and
layouts that make it easy for users to navigate and find what they're looking for,
regardless of which page they start on.

5. Iterate and Improve



EPPO is an ongoing process of refinement and improvement. Continuously
gather user feedback, monitor analytics, and make necessary adjustments to
ensure your pages are meeting the needs of your audience. By embracing an
iterative approach, you can ensure your EPPO implementation remains effective
and drives results.

The Benefits of Every Page Is Page One

By adopting EPPO, businesses can unlock a multitude of benefits:

Improved User Experience

EPPO puts the user first by providing them with immediate access to the
information they need. Gone are the days of endless browsing and frustrating
searches. With EPPO, users can find what they're looking for quickly and easily,
resulting in a more satisfying user experience.

Increased Engagement and Conversion Rates

When users can find the information they need effortlessly, they're more likely to
stay on your website and engage with your content. This increased engagement
can lead to higher conversion rates as users are more likely to take the desired
actions, such as making a purchase or subscribing to a newsletter.

Enhanced SEO Performance

EPPO aligns perfectly with search engine optimization (SEO) best practices. By
optimizing your pages for specific topics, using descriptive keywords, and
creating a solid network of interconnected content, you can improve your
website's visibility and ranking on search engine results pages.

Reduced Content Maintenance Efforts



EPPO eliminates the need for constant updates and maintenance to ensure a
cohesive narrative across all pages. With each page being self-contained,
updates can be made independently, without affecting other pages. This reduces
the workload for content creators and allows for more agile content maintenance.

Future-Proof Content Strategy

In a fast-paced digital landscape, content needs to be flexible and adaptable.
EPPO provides the foundation for a future-proof content strategy, where new
pages can be added and existing ones can be modified easily. This agility
ensures that your content remains relevant and up-to-date, regardless of changes
in technology or user preferences.

Unlock the Power of Every Page Is Page One Today

In an era of information overload, EPPO offers a game-changing approach to
online content. By treating every page as a standalone document and leveraging
the power of hypertext, businesses can provide users with immediate access to
the information they need, improve engagement, and drive conversions. Don't get
left behind – embrace EPPO and unlock the true potential of your online content.
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The Web changes how people use content; not just content on the Web, but all
content. If your content is not easy to find and immediately helpful, readers will
move on almost at once. We are all children of the Web, and we come to any
information system, including product documentation, looking for the search box
and expecting every search to work like Google. There is no first, last, previous,
next, up, or back anymore. Every Page is Page One.

In this ground-breaking book, Mark Baker looks beyond the usual advice on
writing for the Web, and beyond the idea of topic-based writing merely as an aid
to efficiency and reuse, to explore how readers really use information in the age
of the Web and to lay out an approach to planning, creating, managing, and
organizing topic-based documentation that really works for the reader.
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